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 Objectives
•Learn about the emotional and psychological effects
of the pandemic

•Learn about possible ways to respond to a
humanitarian crisis.

•Practice at least 3 different tapping approaches to
treat trauma.

•Know the importance of provider self-care and
provider hygiene

•Understand the concept of Post Traumatic Growth as
Hope
•Leave with a framework for providing energy
practices to strengthen community resilience
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HUMANITARIANISM
TRANSFORMATION, GROWTH



Mission Alignment

Our goal is to resolve the effects of stress and trauma and optimize well-
being by integrating energy psychology and energy practices throughout
community and healthcare systems. 

To share effective interventions during challenging times throughout the
world. 

To guide participants in the very achievable steps to successful community
outreach. To teach shareable energy practices that promote safety,
connection, resilience, growth, and hope.

ACEP

HC



WHAT IS
HUMANITARIANISM?



What is Humanitarianism?
•Led to the founding of the Salvation Army in 1865 and the Red Cross in
1881

•Now used to describe the thinking and doctrines behind the
emergency response

•ACEP’s HC has responded to natural disasters, pandemics, and major
emergencies. 

•Energy Psychology can become part of the doctrine behind an
emergency response



WHERE ARE WE NOW?



 
•Uncertainty may be
the mechanism of
change as we are
required to adjust,

accept and release. 
 

1
•People are

learning how to
navigate the

uncertainty. The
navigation is

the
transformation. 
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•Many old systems,

beliefs and
practices are

falling away to new
levels of

awareness, new
beliefs and
practices. 
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WHERE ARE WE NOW?
Humanity appears to be undergoing

transformation



•As practitioners of energy psychology, we are very
aware of the thought life of a person. We seek to help
individuals change their thought lives to attain their
desires and guide them to release old unnecessary

thoughts and make room for new thoughts
 

We offer self regulation tools to help people
acknowledge and process unexpected

trauma and unexpected ending.



Transformation
Transition
Unexpected Ending

Every transition begins with an
ending. Letting go is necessary

both externally through physical
events-a crisis, loss due to weather
extremes, a breakup, loss of loved

one, limb or function and
inwardly(release of old spiritual

and psychological beliefs). 



TRANSITION
An unexpected ending can
quickly shatter one’s
worldview... what we deal
with, how we deal with life,
our thoughts beliefs, and
expectations. While difficult
and painful, unplanned
endings can offer a great
growth opportunity



•Begins when your provider day begins
•Daily practice or special practice
•Is practiced throughout the day
•Fluid and available 
•Allows for time outs/Check ins
•Know when to stop or step out and
breathe for a few minutes rather than
react 
•Use a time out to check in with a
colleague

75% Provider Hygiene



•Self Care - Self Check
•Check energy/mood/motivation-Sleep
•Movement or Creative Outlet 
•Check any privilege
•Age
•Ability
•Mental Health
•Your Privilege …
•Check for distractibility
•Hunger
•Waiting for a call or text

PROVIDER HYGIENE
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SPREADING EMOTIONAL FIRST AID
IN THE VIRTUAL COMMUNITIES

DURING THE PANDEMIC 
 



Objectives

To learn about the experiences and perceptions in
different communities from COVID-19 Stress
Syndrome and PTSD
How to recognize and enhance the process of growth
in the communities 
To learn R4R practices proven to work in this
situation 
Results obtained in the community 
 Participanting in TTT exercise "the magic that allows
growth"











separation
30%

uncertainty
30%

isolation
20%

unconscious or conscious bias
20%

FACTORS THAT HIT
HARD
UNDERREPRESENTED
COMMUNITIES

Here are some behaviors identified during the
pandemia affecting underrepresented
communities

Awareness is the first step to
addressing unconscious bias.



What is the emotional state of the population at large after the
pandemia and current events? 

Prestia A. S. (2022). PTSD and the COVID-19 Continuum. Nurse leader, 20(2), 197–200. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.mnl.2021.11.001Prestia A. S. (2022). PTSD and the COVID-19 Continuum. Nurse leader, 20(2), 197–200. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.mnl.2021.11.001
https://www.ptsd.va.gov/covid/COVID_effects_ptsd.asphttps://www.ptsd.va.gov/covid/COVID_effects_ptsd.asp

  
  



LET'S UNDERSTAND TTT
(TRAUMA/TENSION
TAPPING TECHNIQUE)
BY DOING IT

Anybody can do this simple technique

-Diffuses and desensitizes traumatic
memories and reactions
-Connects, calms, and regulates
your system

-Use it after a shocking,
disconnection or traumatizing
incident
-When feeling emotional distress
-For post-traumatic stress: anxiety,
flashbacks, insomnia, etc

-Afterwards, you may feel emotional
discharge and release
-A shift in perception & greater
clarity
-Feeling more balanced and relaxed



pp g q



TTT POINTS



DIVERSITY AND
INCLUSION

My Hispanic community uses
magic realism to connect,
they understand the
concept. Connect with what
comes naturally to your
community/culture

Offer them free training and support  via
Whatsapp/ Telegram/ Zoom groups/a Facebook

EFA group/Instagram
Above all show them that the magic is in the growth. 



What level of
distress do you

have now? Notice
if the number

went down

THE TRAUMA
TAPPING TECHNIQUE

BOTTOMLINE IS TO
CALM 

What do you
notice now?

Feel the love do
the magic and
remember to

breath

Connect, calm
and regulate

Share with your
community

https://www.psychiatry.org/psychiatrists/cultural-competency/education/best-practice-
highlights 
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POSTTRAUMATIC GROWTH 
THROUGH TIMES OF UNCERTANTY

 



From Uncertainty to
Hope

Adversity, crisis, and trauma have occurred in the lives
of humans since antiquity, and that they occur with
enough frequency that scholars study the outcome and
clinicians design interventions 
Ancient sages and modern writers have documented the
travesty and human suffering of loss, violence, disease,
natural disasters and more



Humans are well-versed in the outcomes of trauma –
sadness, despair, hopelessness, fear, helplessness,
suffering
However, many aren’t as aware that sometimes pain and
suffering can lead to hope and even transformation for
some

From Uncertainty to
Hope



Posttraumatic Growth 

In 1996 two researchers developed a psychological measure, called the
Posttraumatic Growth Inventory (PTGI)  to determine if some people
grew from adversity (Tedeschi & Calhoun, 1996)



Posttraumatic Growth 

 Where a crisis, tragedy or trauma seriously impacts one’s assumptive
world
Struggle to work through the pain, loss, or grief associated with the
trauma
Growth beyond where individuals were before the trauma (PTGI:
relating to others, new possibilities, personal strength, spiritual
change, and appreciation of life)

Since its inception, the PTGI has been used with disaster/emergency
situations (earthquakes, tornados, train-derailments), in health care, in



My Research

My research with the PTGI
happened to be during the
pandemic and it indicated low PTG
in my sample (N=96) – I am not clear
about what contributed to that, but
it may have been COVID-19



My Research

My interviews (N = 10; not about
Covid, but a traumatic event)
resulted in some interesting and
powerful elements indicative of
growth

Personal and professional
maturity
Self-reflection and selfcare
Enhanced empathy and integrity
Appreciation and gratitude
New opportunities
Enhanced partnerships, &
creating and maintaining trust in
relationships



Not everyone faced with a traumatic event
will grow from it (and there should never be
pressure to try to force a positive frame on
something disastrous if it is not an
authentic response)
There is evidence that PTG does occur for
some, and it is reasonable to bring its
transformative potential to the for given
the challenges of the pandemic

 

How PTG Can Fuel Hope



A possible opening for PTG is releasing
tension and upset through energy practices to
assist the nervous system down-regulate
and help people feel more in control of their
responses to adversity

 

How PTG Can Fuel Hope



Ten Day Joy Challenge 
(Donna Eden – Energy Medicine)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ylm61N2IJgY



Cross hands and legs as in image   
Breathe in nose with tip of tongue
behind top front teeth
Release your tongue and breathe
out mouth
Focus on breathing this way until
feeling calmer
Switch hand and ankle positions and
repeat

Balance Hook-Up
 



In October and November of
this year, myself and a
colleague provided a free 6
module workshop on Trauma-
Informed Schools (TIS) to
educators in my province
We allowed for 15 spaces, and
approximately 10-12 attended
each week

 

How Energy
Psychology was used

with Educators



Profession of education, vice
principal, school counsellors,
learning resource teachers
and classroom teachers
While the group seemed
somewhat interested in the
literature on TIS, they
expressed far more interest in
applying EP strategies to the
stress of their personal lives,
and teaching it to their
students

 

How Energy
Psychology was used

with Educators



A step towards self regulation
Brought the kids back to a teachable
state
Students were interested to learn and
liked trying them out. Students were
calmer
Very positive impact on students and
myself
The ability to reflect and discuss
calming strategies that we preferred
and did not

Overall, what kinds of benefits did you
notice when you introduced calming
strategies (EP) in your classroom (N = 12)?

Testimonials



The students were really feeling calm
and quiet
Ability to focus better, calmer, more
regulated
Students said they felt a lot better
Very relaxed and more calm in the
classroom. Better discussions
A better connection to the students
It helped me just as much as the
students

Overall, what kinds of benefits did you
notice when you introduced calming
strategies (EP) in your classroom (N = 12)?

Testimonials



Breakout GuideBreakout Guide
Group Questions



Take 3 deep breaths for a few minutes.

Answer and discuss the questions provided

Think and share of your community or new communities where you
can participate and deliver what you have learned here from
uncertainty to hope

A. Let us gather into a small discussion group of 2-3 
 
B.  Then we will gather as a large group to brainstorm, to discuss
ideas



THANK YOU
FOR LISTENING!

Feel free to send in any questions
to 

jennifergroebelcsw@gmail.com
maria.limardo@gmail.com
c.pringlenelson@sasktel.net

 2022 International Energy Psychology Conference


